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LTS Announces Control4 ® SDDP Certification  

City of Industry, California – LTS, the leader in video surveillance solutions in the 
category surveillance cameras and network video recorders, is proud to announce its IP 
Cameras have received Simple Device Discovery Protocol (SDDP) Certification from 
Control4, a leading global provider of automation and networking systems for homes 
and businesses.     

Control4 unlocks the potential of connected devices, making networks more robust, 
entertainment systems easier, more comfortable, and families more secure. The 
Control4 platform interoperates with more than 10,000 third-party consumer electronic 
products, ensuring an ever-expanding ecosystem of devices will work together. With 
Control4, end-users can adjust lights, room temperature, TV and music with a click of a 
button on a remote control, touch panel or mobile app. There are also major advantages 
when integrating Control4 and LTS video solutions. End-users can easily access their 
cameras to live view and secure their home or business using the Control4 Mobile app 
from anywhere.   

By implementing Control4 SDDP into the IP Cameras, they are able to access the latest 
driver updates directly from Control4, reducing configuration time and making the 
installation process more simple and direct. 

A well-controlled ecosystem in sync with surveillance camera management, makes 
accessing new updates for devices simplistic and user-friendly for end-users.  LTS 
products have long been compatible with Control4, giving security professionals more 
project opportunities to integrate surveillance solutions into a home or business.  

Read: Control4 Compatible with LTS IP Cameras in Home 

Learn: See which LTS IP cameras are supported by Control4 

LTS is proud to have Control4 as a technology partner that supports LTS surveillance 
products. The certification is a high-quality backing for both companies and benefits 
dealers and installers by offering the most flexibility when working on surveillance 
installations. 

  

http://www.ltsecurityinc.com/residential#Control4
http://www.ltsecurityinc.com/technology-partners


 

 
 

 

To explore possibilities with LTS surveillance solutions and Control4, click the link below 
and learn more.  

Surveillance Solutions with Control4  

Visit Control4.com to learn more about SDDP certification and all of the Control4 smart 
home solutions available.   

 

About LTS  

LTS is a leader in video surveillance solutions in the category surveillance cameras and 
network video recorders. LTS is a U.S. based company with well-developed collaboration 
partners, and acts independently nationwide. Majority of LTS growth is generated by the full 
video product line; network cameras, NVRs, high definition analog, HDTVI cameras and DVRs, 
PTZ, accessories, and free application software. Visit us at www.ltsecurityinc.com to learn 
more. 
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